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Up coming events

Brewing a perfect pint

WINETECH Adelaide 20-22 July
The MAXIGAS team is currently
preparing for WineTech which
takes place this month.
The latest wine producing
technology and more than
600 wines will be presented.
IAFS Hong Kong 21-26 August
domnick hunter’s scientific sales team will
showcase the new UHP nitrogen, hydrogen and zero
air generators at the International Association of
Forensic Sciences conference. Visit them at stand
A17 or email scientific@domnickhunter.com
for more information.
PPMA Birmingham NEC
27-29 September
MAXIGAS will be
exhibited at the
PPMA show; one of
the UK’s largest packaging exhibitions.
Visit us on Stand 12026, we would be happy to
answer any of your nitrogen supply questions.

quickly and effectively clean containers,
assist pump transfer of liquids from one
tank to another, to store ingredients in a
suitable atmosphere and to improve
dispensing systems by reducing wastage
and increasing foam quality.

Porterhouse Brewery, located near Dublin
is an independent brewer of award winning
ales, lagers and stouts.
The brewery currently produces ten beers
for exclusive distribution at its prestige bars
in Dublin and London’s Covent Garden.
Porterhouse is dedicated to producing the
highest quality beers, sourcing only the best
raw materials from around the globe and
using the finest Irish pale malt.
The addition of new premises and growing
consumer demand made it important to
improve operational control, this meant
finding reliable suppliers and taking some
processes in-house.
Nitrogen is a completely inert and tasteless
gas that is used by many breweries at
various stages of production including, to

Porterhouse previously
used a 180 litre liquid
nitrogen mini tank, but
turned to domnick
hunter distributor Dalco
Nitrogen Systems to help
them prevent nitrogen
supply failures that had
held up production.
A complete skid mounted solution
including a N2MAX110 was installed to give
a nitrogen purity of 0.5% oxygen content.
The introduction of MAXIGAS has enabled
keg cleaning and filling at Porterhouse
Brewery to be carried out at full speed.
It has also seen a reduction in beer losses
and an increase in floor space. Peter
Mosley, Head Brewer at Porterhouse adds,
“We no longer need to worry about
nitrogen supply, plus flow and pressure
are simply not an issue.”
www.porterhousebrewco.com
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Exclusive distributor for Scotland
In April Dalco Nitrogen Systems UK Ltd was announced domnick hunter’s
exclusive distributor in Scotland for the MAXIGAS nitrogen generator range.
Dalco Nitrogen Systems, headquartered in Dublin, is a specialist supplier
of industrial equipment and has been domnick hunter’s exclusive MAXIGAS
agent in Ireland since 1995. Dalco can supply complete turnkey projects for
the replacement of bottles and bulk nitrogen gas. This exclusive deal means
Dalco will now manage all new MAXIGAS customer accounts in Scotland.

Dalco has a dedicated sales force in Scotland that is experienced in
industrial nitrogen gas applications. Service contracts will be managed
by Dalco, but will be jointly carried out by domnick hunter and Dalco
maintenance engineers.
John Daly, Managing Director of Dalco says, “This agreement seemed like a
natural progression of our Irish business for domnick hunter, which means
we already have excellent application experience.”

Non-stop nitrogen achieves payback under one year
An Australian
specialist
manufacturer of
plastic trimware for
the automotive
industry is using
MAXIGAS to replace
MCPs and cut costs.
Silcraft Pty Ltd based
in Victoria
manufacture wheel
trims, grilles, assorted body trims, badges and light metal parts such
as continuous hinges.
The company have been using a MAXIGAS nitrogen generator from
domnick hunter for 5 years to provide a nitrogen gas supply for highpressure injection moulding.
MAXIGAS replaces multi-cylinder packs, which were proving to be
very costly both in terms of direct costs and the knock on effect of
having to shut down production while MCPs were changed.
Injection Moulding requires thermoplastics to be heated to their melt
temperatures and injected into moulds. During cooling shrinkage
can be a problem, to counteract this, additional plastic is injected
to pack the mould and maintain surface contact.

Shredding
packaging
costs

Gas assisted injection moulding involves injecting nitrogen gas into
the mould after the molten plastic. Pressure is then maintained
to avoid shrinkage.

The benefits of gas assisted injection moulding include:
• dramatically reduced process times because parts can be
released from moulds quicker without waiting for a core
to solidify
• material savings as less plastic is used
• manufactured parts are lighter
• internal stresses that can cause warping in service are reduced
Silcraft prides itself on product quality so gas assisted moulding
using nitrogen gas became integral to its operation.
Nitrogen supply needed to be cost effective and able to cope with its
bulk usage requirements. The company selected MAXIGAS so that
nitrogen would be available on-demand without having to constantly
change cylinders.
The generator which took less than a year to achieve payback is
combined with a booster to increase nitrogen pressure to 350 barg.
Nitrogen with a purity of 0.5% oxygen is delivered
at a flowrate of 38 Nm 3/hr.
www.silcraft.com.au

A leading cheese processing company located in Illinois, USA
recently purchased an N2MAX110 nitrogen generator to improve
the efficiency of its packaging processes and to reduce costs.
The company shreds and packages both local and international
soft and hard cheeses for national distribution to the food industry.
Modified atmosphere packaging in a N 2 and CO 2 gas
mix help to maintain good cheese colour and
aroma and extend shelf-life.
This system was purchased through a 36
month Lease to Own Program to give the
company maximum flexibility.
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